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Abstract. We present a language, Hybrid cc, for modeling hybrid systems com-
positionally. This language is declarative, with programs being understood as log-
ical formulas that place constraints upon the temporal evolution of a system. We
show the expressiveness of our language by presenting several examples, includ-
ing a model for the paperpath of a photocopier. We describe an interpreter for our
language, and provide traces for some of the example programs.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The constant marketplace demand of ever greater functionality at ever lower price is
forcing the artifacts our industrial society designs to become ever more complex. Be-
fore the advent of silicon, this complexity would have been unmanageable. Now, the
economics and power of digital computation make it the medium of choice for gluing
together and controlling complex systems composed of electro-mechanical and compu-
tationally realized elements.

As a result, the construction of the software to implement, monitor, control and diag-
nose such systems has become a gargantuan, nearly impossible, task. For instance, tra-
ditional product development methods for reprographics systems (photo-copiers, print-
ers) involve hundreds of systems engineers, mechanical designers, electrical, hardware
and software engineers, working over tens of months through several hard-prototyping
cycles. Software for controlling such systems is produced by hand – separate analyses
are performed by the software, hardware and systems engineers, with substantial time
being spent in group meetings and discussions coordinating different design decisions
and changes, and assessing the impact these decisions will have on the several teams in-
volved. Few, if any, automated tools are available to help in the production of documen-
tation (principles of operation, module/system operating descriptions), or in the analysis
and design of the product itself. A different team — often starting from little else than
the product in a box, with little “documentation” — produces paper and computational
systems to help field-service representatives diagnose and fix such products in the field.

Such work practices are unable to deal with the increasing demand for faster time
to market, and for flexibility in product lines. Instead of producing one product, it is
now necessary to produce a family of “plug-and-play” generic components — finishers
(stackers, staplers, mailboxes), scanners, FAX modules, imaging systems, paper-trays,
high-capacity feeders — that may come together for the very first time at customer-site.
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The software for controlling such systems must be produced in such a way that it can
work even if the configuration to be controlled is known only at run-time.

To address some of these problems, we are investigating the application of model-
based computing techniques. The central idea is to develop compositional, declarative
models of the various components of a photo-copier product family, at different levels of
granularity, customized for different tasks. For instance, a marker is viewed as a trans-
ducer that takes in (timed) streams of sheets S and video images V , to produce (timed)
streams of prints P . A model for the marker, from the viewpoint of the scheduler, is
a set of constraints that capture precisely the triples hS; V; P i which are in fact physi-
cally realizable on this marker. The marker model is itself constructed from models for
nips, rollers, motors, belts, paper baffles, solenoids, control gates etc.; the models are
hooked together in exactly the same way as the corresponding physical components are
linked together. Together with this, software architectures are developed for the tasks
that need to be accomplished (such as scheduling, simulation, machine control, diagnos-
tic tree generation). Finally, linking the two are special-purpose reasoners (operating at
“configuration-time”) that produce information of the right kind for the given task ar-
chitecture, given the component models and system configuration.

We expect this approach to be useful for a variety of tasks:

– Scheduling. A model of the system specifies what outputs will be produced given
(perhaps continuous) input and control commands. In principle, the same model can
be used to search the space of inputs and control commands, given a description of
system output. In practice, the design of such an inference engine is made complex
by the inherent combinatorial complexity of the search process. With a formal model
in hand, it becomes possible to use automated techniques to better understand the
search-space and design special-purpose reasoners. This approach is currently being
deployed, in collaboration with several other teams, in the development of sched-
ulers for a new generation of products from Xerox Corporation.

– Code generation. A physical model of a system can be used for envisionment
[dKB85] — studying the possible paths of evolution of the system. Since some of
the parameters of a system can be controlled, it becomes possible to develop auto-
matically controllers which would specify these parameters leading the system to a
desirable state, and away from paths which lead to unsafe states.

– Diagnostic-tree generation. Given a model of components, their interconnection,
and their correct (and possibly faulty) behavior — perhaps with other information
such as prior probabilities for failure — it is possible to construct off-line repair-
action procedures[FBB+94]. These can be used by service technicians as guides in
making probes to determine root cause for the manifest symptom.

– Explanation. Given a simulation-based model, it is possible to annotate behavioral
rules with text in such a way that the text can be systematically composed to provide
natural-language explanations for why an observable parameter does or does not
have a particular value.

– Productivity Analysis. Models may be analyzed to determine how corresponding
product designs will perform on different job mixes (e.g., a sequence of all single-
sided black-&-white jobs, followed by all double-sided, color, stapled jobs).

The model-based computing approach places a set of requirements on the nature of



the modeling language. We motivate these demands by considering a concrete example
— the paper path of a simple photocopier, see Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. A simple photocopier

Example: Paper Transportation in a Photocopier. In this photocopier, paper is loaded
in a paper tray at the left of the machine. When a signal is received, the acquisition roll
is lowered onto the paper and pulls the top sheet of paper towards the first set of rollers
(R1). After the paper is grasped by the first set of rollers, the acquisition roll is lifted,
and the rollers pull the paper forward, till it reaches the registration clutch (R3). This
starts at a precise moment for perfect alignment with the toner image on the belt. The
toner is transferred electrostatically onto the paper by the image transfer mechanism. The
vacuum belt (5) transports it to the fuser roll (R6) which fuses the toner into the paper,
and from where it exits.

Hybrid modeling. The photocopier above has a collection of components with con-
tinuous behavior, for example, the rollers and belts. The control program of the pho-
tocopier is a discrete event driven system. Therefore, the modeling language should
be able to describe the interaction of the control program and the continuous com-
ponents — thus, the modeling language has to fall in the framework of hybrid sys-
tems [BG90,NSY91,MMP92,GNRR93].

Executability. Given a model of the system, it should be possible to predict the behav-
ior of the system when inputs are supplied. Thus the model should be executable, i.e. it
should also be possible to view models as programs. This would allow hybrid control
programs to be written using the same notation as component models. If sensors and
actuators coupling the language implementation with the physical environment are pro-
vided then, in fact, it should be possible to use programs in this notation to drive physical
mechanisms.

Compositional modeling. Out of considerations of reuse, it seems clear that models of
composite systems should be built up from models of the components, and that models



of components should reflect their physics, without reflecting any pre-compiled knowl-
edge of the structure (configurations) in which they will be used (the “no function in
structure principle”, [dKB85]). Concretely, this implies that the modeling language must
be expressive enough to modularly describe and support extant control architectures
and techniques for compositional design of hybrid systems, see for example [HMP93,
Hoo93,NK93]. From a programming language standpoint, these modularity concerns
are addressed by the analysis underlying synchronous programming languages [BB91,
Hal93,BG92,HCP91,GBGM91,Har87,CLM91,SJG95], (adapted to dense discrete do-
mains in [BBG93]); this analysis leads to the following demands on the modeling lan-
guage.

The modeling should support the interconnection of different components, and al-
low for the hiding of these interconnections. For example, the model of the copier is the
composition of the the control program and the model of the paper path. The model of
the paper path in turn, is the composition of the models of the rollers, clutches etc.

Furthermore, in the photocopier example, if paper jams, the control program should
cause the rollers to stop. However, the model of the rollers, in isolation, does not need to
have any knowledge of potential error conditions. Thus, the modeling language should
support orthogonal preemption [Ber93] — any signal can cause preemption.

Finally, the language should allow the expression of multiple notions of logical time
— for example, in the photocopier the notion of time relevant to the paper tray is (oc-
currences of) the event of removing paper from the tray; the notion of time relevant to
the acquisition roll is determined by the rotation rate of the roller; the notion of time of
the image transfer mechanism is the duration of the action of transferring images etc.

Thus, we demand that the modeling language be an algebra of processes, that in-
cludes concurrency, hiding, preemption and multiform time.

Declarative view. It must be possible for systems engineers — people quite different in
training and background from software engineers — to use such a formalism. Typically,
systems engineers understand the physics of the system being designed or analyzed, and
are used to mathematical or constraint-based formalisms (equational and algebraic mod-
els, transfer functions, differential equations) for expressing that knowledge. This sug-
gests that it must be possible to view a model (fragment) expressed in the language as a
declaration of facts in a (real-time) (temporal) logic — see for example [MP91,AH92].

Reasoning. Given a model of the paper-path, and the control procedures governing it, it
should be possible to perform a tolerance analysis — establish the windows on early/late
arrival of sheets of papers at various sensors on the paper-path, given that a particular
physical component may exhibit any behavior within a specified tolerance. This, and
other such engineering tasks, suggest that the modeling language must be amenable
to (adapting) the methodology developed in the extensive research on reasoning about
hybrid and real-time systems — for example, specification and verification of proper-
ties of hybrid systems [GNRR93,dBHdRR92], qualitative reasoning about physical sys-
tems [Wd89], and envisionment of qualitative states [Kui94].



1.1 This paper

This paper describes programming in the modeling language, Hybrid cc — hybrid con-
current constraint programming. Intuitively,Hybrid cc is obtained by “freely extending”
an untimed non-monotonic language Default cc over continuous time. Hybrid cc has
the following key features:

– The notion of a continuous constraint system describes the continuous evolution of
system trajectories.

– Hybrid constraint languages — developed generically over continuous constraint
systems — are obtained by adding a single temporal construct, called hence. Intu-
itively, a formula hence A is read as asserting thatA holds continuously beyond the
current instant.

– Continuous variants of preemption-based control constructs and multiform timing
constructs are definable in Hybrid cc.

The formal foundations of Hybrid cc are discussed in [GJSB95].
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. First, we describe the computational

intuitions underlying Hybrid cc. We follow with a brief description of an interpreter for
a language in the Hybrid cc framework. We then describe a series of examples, and show
traces of the execution of the interpreter. These examples illustrate the programming id-
ioms and expressiveness of Hybrid cc.

2 Hybrid cc: Computational intuitions

2.1 Background

Concurrent Constraint Programming As mentioned in the previous section, some of
the crucial characteristics in a hybrid programming language are easy specification and
composition of model fragments. This led us to consider Concurrent Constraint Pro-
gramming languages [Sar93,SRP91] as a starting point, since these languages are built
on top of constraint systems, which can be made as expressive as desired, and they have
very fine-grained concurrency, so compositionality is achieved without effort. Recently,
several concrete general-purpose programming languages have been implemented in
this paradigm [Deb93,JH91,SHW94].

Concurrent Constraint Programming (cc) languages are declarative concurrent lan-
guages, where each construct is a logical formula. cc replaces the traditional notion of
a store as a valuation of variables with the notion of a store as a constraint on the pos-
sible values of variables. Thus the store consists of pieces of information which restrict
the possible values of the variables. A cc program consists of a set of agents3 running
concurrently and interacting with the shared store. Agents are of two basic kinds — tell
agents which add information to the store (written a), and ask agents, or conditionals

3 We use the words agent and program interchangeably in this paper, usually referring to frag-
ments of a program as agents.



(written if a then A), which query the store about the validity of some information, and
reduce to other agents if it is valid4. This yields the grammar:

A ::= a j if a then A j new X in A j A;A

Computationis monotonic — informationcan only be added to the store. Ask actions
are used for synchronization — if a query is answered positively, then the agent can pro-
ceed, otherwise it waits (possibly forever) till there is enough information in the store to
entail the information in the query. When no more computation is being performed (a
state of quiescence is reached), the store is output.

The information that is added to the store consists of constraints which are drawn
from a constraint system. Formally, a constraint system C is a system of partial informa-
tion, consisting of a set of primitive constraints or tokens5 D with minimal first order
structure — variables and existential quantification. Associated with a constraint system
is an entailment relation (denoted `C) which specifies when a token a can be deduced
from some others b1; : : : ; bn, denoted by b1; : : : ; bn `C a. Examples of such systems
are the system Herbrand, underlying logic programming — here tokens are equalities
over terms which are finite trees with variables ranging over trees — and FD [HSD92]
or finite domains, its tokens are equalities of variables and expressions saying that the
range of a variable is some finite set.

A salient aspect of the cc computation model is that agents may be thought of as
imposing constraints on the evolution of the system. The agent a imposes the constraint
a. (A;B) imposes the constraints of both A and B — logically, this is the conjunction
ofA andB. newX in A imposes the constraints ofA, but hides the variableX from the
other agents — logically, this can be thought of as a form of existential quantification.
The agent if a then A imposes the constraints of A provided that the rest of the system
imposes the constraints a — logically, this can be thought of as intuitionist implication.

This declarative way of looking at programs is complemented by an operational
view. The basic idea in the operational view is that of a network of agents interacting
with a shared store of primitive constraints. The agent a is viewed as adding a to the
store instantaneously. (A;B) behaves like the simultaneous execution of bothA and B.
new X in A starts A but creates a new local variable X, so no information can be com-
municated on it outside. The agent if a then A behaves likeA if the current store entails
a.

The main difficulty in using cc languages in modeling is that the cc programs can
detect only the presence of information, not its absence. However, in reactive systems, it
is important to handle information saying that a certain event did not occur — examples
are timeouts in UNIX or the presence of jams in a photocopier (usually inferred by the
paper not reaching a point by some specified time). The problem in assuming the ab-
sence of information (called negative information) during a computation is that it may
be invalidated later when someone else adds that information, leading to invalidation of
the subsequent computation.

4 There are also hiding agents new X in A which hide any information about X from everyone
else, these are needed for modularity.

5 Tokens are denoted by a; b; : : : in this paper.



Our first attempt at fixing this problem was the addition of a sequence of phases of
execution to the cc paradigm [SJG94b,SJG94a]. At each phase we executed a cc pro-
gram, and this gave the output for the phase, and also produced the agents to be executed
in subsequent phases. At the end of each phase we detected the absence of information,
and used it in the next phase, givingus a reactive programming language, tcc. Each phase
was denoted by a time tick, so we had a discrete model of time.

Default cc. The addition of time to cc however still left us with a problem—howcan we
detect negative information instantaneously? This is necessary because in some appli-
cations we found that it was not acceptable to wait until the next phase to utilize negative
information [SJG95].

Since the negative information is to be detected in the same time step, it must be
done at the level of the untimed language, cc. However, the cc paradigm is inherently
opposed to instantaneous negative information detection. Thus in order to allow nega-
tive information to be detected within the same computation cycle, we have to modify
cc — we have to use Default cc. The basic idea behind Default cc is — if the final out-
put of a computation is known, then any negative information can be obtained from this
output, and this negative information can never be invalidated, as the final output has all
the information ever added. So a Default cc program executes like a cc program, except
that before the beginning of the execution, it guesses the output store. All negative in-
formation requests are resolved with respect to this guess, other than that the Default cc
program adds information to the store and queries the store for positive information just
like a cc program. At the end of the computation, if the store is equal to the guess, then
the guess was correct, and this is a valid answer. Otherwise, this branch of execution is
terminated (or we can do backtracking). In an actual implementation, this backtracking
is done at compile time, so at runtime we have to do a simple table lookup.

The Default cc paradigm augments the cc paradigm with the ability to detect nega-
tive information, so the only new syntax we need to add to the cc syntax is the negative
ask combinator if a else A, this reduces to A if the guessed output e does not imply a.
Thus the Default cc syntax is given by the grammar

A ::= a j if a then A j A;A j new X in A j if a else A

The agent if a else A imposes the constraints of A unless the rest of the system im-
poses the constraint a — logically, this can be thought of as a default [Rei80].6 (In the
timed contexts discussed below, the subtlety of the non-monotonicbehavior of programs
— intimately related to the causality issues in synchronous programming languages —
arises from this combinator.) To see this, note thatAmay itself cause further information
to be added to the store at the current time instant; and indeed, several other agents may
simultaneously be active and adding more information to the store. Therefore requiring

6 Note that if a else A is quite distinct from the agent if :a then A (assuming that the constraint
system is closed under negation). The former will reduce to A iff the final store does not entail
a; the latter will reduce to A iff the final store entails :a. The difference arises because, by
their very nature, stores can contain partial information; they may not be strong enough to entail
either a or :a.



that information a be absent amounts to making a demand on “stability” of negative in-
formation.

Thus we now have a language that permits instantaneous negative information de-
tection. This enables us to write strong timeouts — if a signal is not produced at a certain
time, the execution of the program can be terminated at that very time, not at some later
time as we did for timed cc. Now in order to get a language for modeling discrete reactive
systems, we again introduce phases in each of which a Default cc program executes. To
extend Default cc across time, we need just one more construct, hence A, which starts
a copy of A in each phase after the current one. We extend Default cc across real time
to get a language for hybrid reactive systems in the next subsection.

2.2 Continuous evolution over time.

We follow a similar intuition in developing Hybrid cc: the continuous timed language
is obtained by uniformly extending Default cc across real (continuous) time. This is ac-
complished by two technical developments. For the formal development, see [GJSB95].

ContinuousConstraint Systems. First, we enrich the underlyingnotion of constraint sys-
tem to make it possible to describe the continuous evolution of state. Intuitively, we al-
low constraints expressing initial value (integration) problems, e.g. constraints of the
form X = 0; hence dot(X) = 1; from these we can infer at time t that X = t. The
technical innovation here is the presentation of a generic notion of continuous constraint
system (ccs), which builds into the very general notion of constraint sytems just the ex-
tra structure needed to enable the definition of continuous control constructs (without
committing to a particular choice of vocabulary for constraints involving continuous
time). As a result subsequent development is parametric on the underlying constraint
language: for each choice of a ccs we get a hybrid programming language. Later we will
give an example of a simple constraint system and the language built over it.

Program Combinators. Second we add to the untimed Default cc the same temporal
control construct: henceA, but now interpreting it over real time. Declaratively, henceA
imposes the constraints of A at every real time instant after the current one. Opera-
tionally, if hence A is invoked at time t, a new copy of A is invoked at each instant
in (t;1).

Agents Propositions

a a holds now
if a then A if a holds now, then A holds now
if a else A if a will not hold now, then A holds now
new X in A exists an instance A[t=X] that holds now
A;B both A and B hold now
hence A A holds at every instant after now

Intuitively, hence might appear to be a very specialized construct, since it requires
repetition of the same program at every subsequent time instant. However, hence can
combine in very powerful ways with positive and negative ask operations to yield rich



patterns of temporal evolution. The key idea is that negative asks allow the instantaneous
preemption of a program — hence, a program hence if P else A will in fact not execute
A at all those time instants at which P is true.

Let us consider some concrete examples. Suppose that we require that an agent A
be executed at every time point beyond the current one until the time at which a is true.
This can be expressed as new X in (hence (if X else A; if a then always X)). Intu-
itively, at every time point beyond the current one, the condition X is checked. Unless
it holds, A is executed. X is local — the only way it can be generated is by the other
agent (if a then always X), which, in fact generates X continuously if it generates it at
all. Thus, a copy of A is executed at each time point beyond the current one upto (and
excluding) the time at which a is detected.

Similarly, to execute A precisely at the first time instant (assuming there is one) at
which a holds, execute: new X in hence (if X else if a then A; if a then hence X).

In particular, the continuous version of the general preemption control construct
clock (introduced in [SJG94b]) is definable within Hybrid cc. The patterns of temporal
behavior described above are obtainable as specializations of clock. Further, programs
containing the clock combinator may be equationally rewritten into programs not con-
taining the combinator.

While conceptually simple to understand, hence A requires the execution of A at
every subsequent real time instant. Such a powerful combinator may seem impossible
to implement computationally. For example, it may be possible to express programs of
the form new T in (T = 0; hence dot(T ) = 1; hence if rational(T ) then A) which re-
quire the execution of A at every rational q > 0. Such programs are not implementable.
To make Hybrid cc computationally realizable, the basic intuition we exploit is that, in
general, physical systems change slowly, with points of discontinuous change, followed
by periods of continuous evolution. This is captured by a stability condition on continu-
ous constraint systems that guarantees that for every constraint a and b there is a neigh-
borhood around 0 in which a either entails or disentails b at every point. This rules out
constraints such as rational(T) as inadmissible.

With this restriction, computation in Hybrid cc may be thought of as progressing in
alternating phases of computation at a time point, and in an open interval. Computation
at the time point establishes the constraint in effect at that instant, and sets up the pro-
gram to execute subsequently. Computation in the succeeding open interval determines
the length of the interval r and the constraint whose continuous evolution over (0; r)
describes the state of the system over (0; r).

3 The implementation

We will now present a simple implementation for Hybrid cc built on top of a simple con-
tinuous constraint system. The interpreter is built on top of Prolog, and consideration has
been given to simplicity rather than efficiency. We have already identified several ways
in which performance can be significantly enhanced using standard logic programming
techniques.



3.1 The continuous constraint system

Basic tokens are formulas d, hence d or prev(d), where d is either an atomic proposition
p or an equation of the form dot(x;m) = r, for x a variable, m a non-negative integer
and r a real number. Tokens consist of basic tokens closed under conjunction and ex-
istential quantification. Some rudimentary arithmetic can be done using the underlying
prolog primitives. The inference relations are defined in the obvious way under the in-
terpretation that p states that p is true and dot(x;m) = r states that the mth derivative
of x is r. prev(d) asserts that d was true in the limit from the left, and hence d states
that for all time t > 0 d holds. The inference relations are trivially decidable: the func-
tions of time expressible are exactly the polynomials. The only non-trivial computation
involved is that of finding the smallest non-negative root of univariate polynomials (this
can be done using one of several numerical methods).

3.2 The basic interpreter

The interpreter simply implements the formal operational semantics discussed in detail
in [GJSB95]. It operates alternately in point and interval phases, passing information
from one to the other as one phase ends. All discrete change takes place in the point
state, which executes a simple Default cc program. In a continuous phase computation
progresses only through the evolution of time. The interval state is exited as soon as the
status of one of the conditionals changes — one which always fired does not fire any-
more, or one starts firing.

The interpreter takes a Hybrid cc program and starts in the point phase with time
t = 0.

The point phase. The input to the point phase is a set of Hybrid cc agents and a prev
store, which carries information from the previous interval phase — the atomic proposi-
tions and the values of the variables at the right endpoint of the interval (initially at time
0 this is empty). The outputs are the store at the current instant, which is printed out and
passed on to the next interval phase as the initial store, and the agent or the continuation,
to be executed in the interval phase.

The interpreter takes each agent one by one and processes it. It maintains the store as
a pair of lists — the first list contains the atomic propositions that are known to be true
at the point, and the second contains a list of variables and the information that is known
about the values of their derivatives. It also maintains lists of suspended conditionals (if
...then and if ...else statements whose constraints are not yet known to be true or false)
and a list of agents to be executed at the next interval phase.

When a tell action (a constraint a) is seen, it is added to the store and a check for
consistency is made. If the constraint is of the form dot(x;m) = r, then it means that
all derivatives of x of order < m are continuous, and thus their values are copied from
the prev store. Any conditional agents that have been suspended on a are reactivated and
placed in the pool of active agents.

When any conditional agent appears, its constraint is immediately checked for va-
lidity. If this can be determined, the appropriate action is taken on the consequence of
the agent — it is discarded or added to the pool of active agents. Otherwise it is added to



an indexed list of suspended conditionals for future processing. A hence action is placed
in the list of agents to be executed in the next interval.

When no more active agents are left, the interpreter looks at the suspended agents
of the form if a else A, the defaults. On successful termination, one of two conditions
must hold for each such agent: either the final store entails a, or else the final store in-
corporates the effect of executing A. Thus all that the interpreter has to do is to non-
deterministically choose one alternative for each such default. In the current implemen-
tation, this non-deterministic choice is implemented by backtracking, with execution in
the current phase terminating with the first successful branch.

The interval phase. This is quite similar to the point phase, except that it also has to
return the duration of the phase. The input is a set of agents and an initial store which
determines the initial values for the differential equations true in the store. The output
is a set of agents to be executed in the next point phase, a store giving the values of the
variables at the end of the interval phase, and the length of the phase. Initiallywe assume
that the length will be infinite, this is trimmed down during the execution of the phase.

A tell is processed as before — it is added to a similar store, and reactivates any
suspended conditionals. Conditional agents are added to the suspended list if their con-
ditions are not known to be valid or invalid yet, otherwise the consequence of the agent
is added to the active pool or discarded. In addition, if the condition can be decided,
then we compute the duration for which the status will hold. For example if we have
dot(x; 1) = 3 in the store, and x = 4 in the initial store, then we know that x = 3t+ 4.
Now if we ask if (x = 10) then A, then we immediately know that this is not true in
the current interval, so A can be discarded for now. However, we also know, by solving
the equation 3t + 4 = 10 that this status will hold for only 2 seconds, so this interval
phase cannot be longer than two seconds. (This is where we need to solve the polynomial
equations.)

At the end of the processing, the defaults are processed as before, and are used to
trim the length of the interval phase further. Also, the remaining suspended conditionals
if a then : : : are checked to when a could first become valid, to reduce the duration of
the phase if necessary. Finally a computation is done to find the store at the end of the
interval, and this information is passed to the next point phase. Since all agents are of
the form hence A in an interval phase, the agent to be executed at the next point phase
must be A; hence A.

If any interval phase has no agents to execute, the program terminates.

3.3 Combinators

This basic syntax of Hybrid cc has been quite enough for us to write all the programs
that we have. However, we have noticed several recurrent patterns in our programs, and
some of these can be written up as definable combinators, and make the job of program-
ming considerably easier. Note that these are defined combinators, i.e. they are definable
in terms of the basic combinators. Thus, these defined combinators are merely syntactic
sugar, and can be compiled away into basic combinators. The formal principles under-
lying the compilation process are discussed in a companion paper [GJSB95].



Always. always A = A; hence A is read logically as 2A, the necessity modality. Pa-
rameterless recursion can be mimicked — replace a recursive process P :: body by
always if P then body. Parameters can be handled by textual substitution.

Waiting for a condition. whenever a do A reduces to A at the first time instant that a
becomes true — if there is a well-defined notion of first occurrence of a. Note that there
is no “first” occurrence of a in the situation when the a occurs in the interval (0; t), as
happens in the agent hence a. In such cases, A will not be invoked. whenever can be
defined in terms of the basic combinators as mentioned in the previous section.

In the following discussion on definable combinators, and in the rest of this paper,
we shall not repeat the caveat about the the subtlety of the well-definedness of the “first”
occurrences of events.

Watchdogs. do A watching a, read logically as “A until a”, is the strong abor-
tion interrupt of ESTEREL [Ber93]. The familiar cntrl-C is a construct in this vein.
do A watching a behaves like A until the first time instant when a is entailed; when
a is entailed A is killed instantaneously. It can be defined using the basic constructs as
follows.

do b watching a = if a else b
do if b then A watching a = if b then do A watching b
do if b else A watching a = if b else do A watching a

do A;B watching a = do A watching a; do B watching a
do new X in A watching a = new X in do A watching a X not free in a

do hence A watching a = new X in (hence [if X else do A watching a;
if a then hence X])

Multiform time. time A on a denotes a process whose notion of time is the occurrence
of a — A evolves only the store entails a. It can be defined by structural induction as
above.

Implementation of the defined constructs. The laws given above suffice to implement
all these constructs in the interpreter. However for the sake of efficiency, we have im-
plemented the constructs directly, at the same level as basic constructs. The always con-
struct is of course trivial, and has been implemented using the given rule. whenever is
implemented similarly to an if a then A construct, except that if a is not entailed, then
it is carried across to the next phase. It has no effect in an interval phase for the reason
mentioned above.

do A watching a is very similar to an if b else B, and is implemented analogously.
The only thing to be noted here is that whenever something from the A is to be passed
on to the next phase, it must be passed inside a do : : : watching a, so that the proper
termination of all spawned agents can be achieved when a becomes true. time A on a

is similar — it is like an if a then A, remembering the same rule about passing spawned
agents through phases.



4 Programming examples

We illustrate the programming/model description style of Hybrid cc via a few examples.
In each of these examples, we write each of the conceptually distinct components sepa-
rately. We then exploit the expressive power of Hybrid cc to combine the subprograms
(submodels) via appropriate combinators, to get the complete program/model. We also
present the trace of the interpreter on some of these examples.

4.1 Sawtooth function

We start off with a simple example, the sawtooth function defined as f(y) = y � byc,
where byc denotes the greatest integer in y.

As mentioned above, prev(x=1.0) is read as asserting that the left limit of x equals
1.

sawtooth ::

x = 0;

hence (if prev(x = 1:0) then x = 0);

hence (if prev(x = 1:0) else dot(x) = 1)):

:

The trace of this program as executed by our interpreter is seen below. The execution
in the point and interval phases is displayed separately. For both phases of execution,
the contents of the store are displayed. In addition, for the interval phase, the interval is
also displayed, and the continuous variables are displayed as polynomials in time. In the
interval, note that time is always measured from the beginning of the interval, not from
0. Also, this program has infinite output, so we aborted it after some time.

Time = 0.
Store contains [dot(x,0)=0].

Time Interval is (0, 1.0)
Store contains [x=1*t+0].

Time = 1.0.
Store contains [dot(x,0)=0].

Time Interval is (1.0, 2.0)
Store contains [x=1*t+0].

Time = 2.0.
Store contains [dot(x,0)=0].

Time Interval is (2.0, 3.0)
Store contains [x=1*t+0].



Time = 3.0.
Store contains [dot(x,0)=0].
Prolog interruption (h for help)? a
{Execution aborted}
| ?-

4.2 Temperature Controller.

We model a simple room heating system which consists of a furnace which supplies
heat, and a controller which turns it on and off. The temperature of the furnace is de-
noted temp. The furnace is either on (modeled by the signal furnace on) or off
(modeled by the signal furnace off). The actual switching is modeled by the sig-
nals switch on and switch off. When the furnace is on, the temperature rises at a
given rate, HeatR. When the furnace is off, the temperature falls at a given rate, CoolR.
The controller detects the temperature of the furnace, and switches the furnace on and off
as the temperature reaches certain pre-specified thresholds: Cut out is the maximum
temperature and Cut in is the minimum temperature.

The heating of the furnace is modeled by the followingprogram. The multiform time
construct ensures that heating occurs only when the signal furnace on is present.

furnace heat(HeatR) ::

time (always dot(temp) = HeatR) on furnace on:

The cooling of the furnace is modeled by the followingprogram. The multiform time
construct ensures that heating occurs only when the signal furnace off is present.

furnace cool(CoolR) ::

time (always dot(temp) = � CoolR) on furnace off:

The furnace itself is the parallel composition of the heating and cooling pro-
grams.

furnace(HeatR; CoolR) ::

furnace heat(HeatR); furnace cool(CoolR):

The controller is modeled by the following program — at any instant, the pro-
gram watches for the thresholds to be exceeded, and turns the appropriate switch on or
off.

controller(Cut out; Cut in) ::



always (if switch on then do (always furnace on) watching switch off;

if switch off then do (always furnace off) watching switch on;

if prev(temp = Cut out) then switch off;

if prev(temp = Cut in) then switch on):

The entire assembly is defined by the parallel composition of the furnace and the
controller.

controlled furnace(HeatR; CoolR; Cut out; Cut in) ::

(furnace(HeatR; CoolR);

controller(Cut out; Cut in)):

The trace of this program with parameters HeatR = 2, CoolR = -0.5,
Cut Out = 30, Cut in = 26 and initial conditions temp = 26 and the signal
switch on, as executed by our interpreter is seen below.

Time = 0.
Store contains [furnace_on,switch_on,dot(temp,1)=2.0,
dot(temp,0)=26.0].

Time Interval is (0, 2.0)
Store contains [furnace_on,temp=2.0*t+26.0].

Time = 2.0.
Store contains [furnace_off,switch_off,dot(temp,1)= -0.5,
dot(temp,0)=30.0].

Time Interval is (2.0, 10.0)
Store contains [furnace_off,temp= -0.5*t+30.0].

Time = 10.0.
Store contains [furnace_on,switch_on,dot(temp,1)=2.0,
dot(temp,0)=26.0].

Time Interval is (10.0, 12.0)
Store contains [furnace_on,temp=2.0*t+26.0].
Prolog interruption (h for help)? a
{Execution aborted}

4.3 Cat and Mouse.

Next, we consider the example of a cat chasing a mouse. A mouse starts the origin, run-
ning at speed 10 metres/second for a hole 100 metres away. After it has traveled 50 me-
tres, a cat is released, that runs at speed 20 metres/second after the mouse. The positions
of the cat and the mouse are modeled by c and m respectively. The cat wins (modeled by



the signal wincat) if it catches the mouse before the hole, and loses otherwise (mod-
eled by the signal winmouse).

The cat and the mouse are modeled quite simply. The positions of the cat and the
mouse change according to the respective velocities. Note that there is no reference to
the cat or the position of the hole in the mouse program; similarly for the cat program.
This is essential for reuse of these models.

mouse :: M = 0; always dot(M) = 10:

cat :: C = 0; always dot(C) = 20:

The entire system is given by the assembly of the components. The mouse wins if it
reaches the hole m=100; the cat wins if c=100 and the mouse has not reached the hole.
The combination

do (: : :) watching prev(m = 100);whenever m = 100 do : : :

is used as an exception handler; it handles the case of the mouse reaching the hole. Sim-
ilarly, the combination

do (: : :) watching prev(c = 100));whenever prev(c = 100) do : : :

is used as an exception handler; it handles the case of the cat reaching hole. The higher
priority of do ... watching prev(c=100) relative to do (...) watching
prev(m=100) is captured by lexical nesting — in this program the cat catches the
mouse if both reach the hole simultaneously.

system configuration ::

do (do (mouse;

whenever prev(m = 50) do cat)

watching prev(m = 100);

whenever prev(m = 100) do winmouse)

watching prev(c = 100);

whenever prev(c = 100) do wincat:

A trace of this program as executed by the interpreter is given below:

Time = 0.
Store contains [dot(m,1)=10,dot(m,0)=0].

Time Interval is (0, 5.0)
Store contains [m=10*t+0].

Time = 5.0.
Store contains [dot(m,1)=10,dot(m,0)=50.0,dot(c,1)=20,
dot(c,0)=0].



Time Interval is (5.0, 10.0)
Store contains [c=20*t+0,m=10*t+50.0].

Time = 10.0.
Store contains [wincat].

Termination after Time 10.0.
Initial Conditions: [wincat].
Store has [].

yes

The other alternative, i.e. the mouse wins if if the cat and the mouse reach the hole
simultenously. is captured by reversing the lexical nesting of do (...) watching
prev(m=100) and do (...) watching prev(c=100). Concretely, the program
is:

system configuration ::

do (do (mouse;

whenever prev(m = 50) do cat)

watching prev(c = 100);

whenever prev(c = 100) do wincat)

watching prev(m = 100);

whenever prev(m = 100) do winmouse:

A trace of this program as executed by the interpreter is given below:

Time = 0.
Store contains [dot(m,1)=10,dot(m,0)=0].

Time Interval is (0, 5.0)
Store contains [m=10*t+0].

Time = 5.0.
Store contains [dot(m,1)=10,dot(m,0)=50.0,dot(c,1)=20,
dot(c,0)=0].

Time Interval is (5.0, 10.0)
Store contains [c=20*t+0,m=10*t+50.0].

Time = 10.0.
Store contains [winmouse].

Termination after Time 10.0.
Initial Conditions: [winmouse].
Store has [].



yes

4.4 A simple game of Billiards

We model a billiards (pool) table with several balls. The balls roll in a straight line till
a collision with another ball or an edge occurs. When a collision occurs the velocity of
the balls involved changes discretely. When a ball falls into a pocket, it disappears from
the game. For simplicity, we assume that all balls have equal mass and radius (calledR).
We model only two ball collisions, and assume that there is no friction.

Impulses, denoted I, are assumed to be vectors. Velocities, positions are assumed to
be pairs with an x-component and a y-component.

The structure of the program is that each ball, each kind of collision, and the check
for pocketing for each ball are modeled by programs. A ball is basically a record with
fields for name, position and velocity.

The agent ball maintains a given ball (Ball) with initial position (InitPos)
and velocity (InitVel).7 As the game evolves, position changes according to velocity
(dot(Ball.pos) = Ball.InitVel) and velocity changes according to the ef-
fect of collisions. A propositional constraint Change(Ball), shared between the col-
lision and ball agents, communicates occurrences of changes in the velocity of the ball
named Ball. The ball process is terminated when the ball is removed, eg. it falls in
a pocket — as before, the higher priority of do ... watching pocketed(Ball)
relative to do (...) watching Change(Ball) is captured by lexical nesting.

ball(Ball; InitPos; InitVel) ::

do (Ball:pos = InitPos;

do hence Ball:vel= InitVel watching Change(Ball);

whenever Change(Ball) do ball(Ball; Ball:pos; Ball:newvel)

hence dot(Ball:pos) = Ball:vel)

watching pocketed(Ball):

The table is assumed to start at (0; 0), with length xMax and breadth yMax. If a ball
hits the edge, one velocity component is reversed in sign and the other component is
unchanged.

edge collision(B) ::

always (if (B:pos:x = B:r) or (B:pos:x= xMax � B:r)

then (Change(B); B:newvel = ( � B:vel:x; B:vel:y));

if (B:pos:y = B:r) or (B:pos:y= yMax � B:r)

then (Change(B); B:newvel = (B:vel:x; � B:vel:y))):

7 The program is given here in a syntax that allows the declaration of procedures. The syntax
p(X1; : : : ;Xn) :: A is read as asserting that for all X1; : : : ;Xn, p(X1; : : : ;Xn) is equivalent
to A.



Ball-ball collisions involve solutions to the quadratic conservation of energy equa-
tion. “if jIj = 0 else jIj > 0” chooses the correct solution, I 6= 0. The solution I = 0

makes the balls go through each other! We use distance(P1,P2) as short hand for the
computation of the distance between the P1 and P2.

two ball collision(B1; B2) ::

always if (B1:pos = P1; B2:pos = P2; B1:vel = V1; B2:vel = V2

distance(P1; P2) = 2 � R)
then (IB1; B2:y � (P2:x� P1:x) = (P2:y� P1:y) � IB1; B2:x;

M � j V1 j ^2 + M � j V2 j ^2 = M � j B1:newvel j ^2 + M � j B2:newvel j ^2;
M � V1 + IB1; B2 = M � B1:newvel; M � V2� IB1; B2 = M � B2:newvel;
if j IB1; B2 j = 0 else j IB1; B2 j > 0;

change(B1); change(B2)):

A ball is pocketed if its center is within distance p from some pocket.

pocket(Ball) ::

always if in pocket(xMax; yMax; Ball:pos) then pocketed(Ball):

in pocket(xMax; yMax; P) ::

(distance(P; (0; 0)) < p or distance(P; (0; yMax)) < p or

distance(P; (xMax; 0)) < p or distance(P; (xMax; yMax)) < p or

distance(P; (xMax=2; 0)) < p or distance(P; (xMax=2; yMax)) < p):

4.5 The Copier Paper Path

We now present a larger example, which utilizes some of the programming ideas illus-
trated by the previous “toy” examples. We model the copier paper path that we men-
tioned in Section 1. As we discussed there, we will model each of the components of
the paper path in Hybrid cc, and put them to to produce a model for the entire paper
path. This model and the underlying intuitions are discussed in detail in [GSS95]—here
we present an overview.

The constraint system we use for this model is richer than the constraint system de-
scribed before — besides simple propositions and first-order formulas on them, we can
assert arithmetic inequalities between variables, their derivatives and real constants. We
will also allow the expression of attribute-value lists — given a listL we can use L:a to
refer to the value of a in the list L, if it exists. L[a = r; b = s; : : :] adds the attributes
a; b; : : : to L with value r; s; : : :.

The Intuitions. Our basic idea is to construct models for each of the individual compo-
nents of the paperpath — the rollers and belts etc. We will also build a model for the
sheets of paper going through the paperpath. In addition, we need to model the local in-
teraction between a sheet of paper and a transportation element, i.e. a belt or a roller.



This interaction results in the transportation elements applying forces to the sheet, and
the sheet then transmits these forces and moves under their influence. The local inter-
actions will naturally induce a partition of the sheet into segments, which we view as
individual entities, analyzing their freebody diagrams.

We make a number of modeling assumptions to simplify our model. For example,
we do not model the acceleration of the sheet of paper, instead we view its velocity as
changing discretely when a change takes place in the influences on it. We also assume
that the sheet is homogeneous, the paperpath is straight, and some other things, these are
discussed in detail in [GSS95].

The Model. The paperpath is modeled as a segment of the real line, and each component
occupies a segment of the real line. All forces and velocities are oriented with respect to
the paperpath. The first model fragment describes a basic transportation element—this
can be further specialized into models for different types of belts and rollers. The proper-
ties and initial state of the element are specified using an attribute-value list Init. Each
element has a nominal velocity Vnom, which is the velocity along the paperpath supplied
by the motor. It also has an actual velocity Vact , which may differ from the nominal ve-
locity, as a sheet of paper may be pulling or pushing the element. The force exerted on
the transportation element is denoted Fact, and the force exerted by the motor is denoted
Fresist . The freebody equation relates these two. Fresist is bounded by Ffast and Fslow .
The remaining constraints show the relation between the forces and the velocities —
they assert that if the element is going faster than the nominal velocity Vnom , then the
force Fact must be at its maximum value and similarly for the minimum value.

transportationElement(T; Init) ::

always (transport(T);
T:Loc = Init:Loc; T:surfacetype= Init:surfacetype;

T:Ffast = Init:Ffast; T:Fslow = Init:Fslow;

T:Fnormal = Init:Fnormal;

T:Fact + T:Fresist = 0;

� T:Ffast � T:Fresist � T:Fslow;

if T:Vact > T:Vnom then T:Fact = T:Ffast;

if T:Vact < T:Vnom then T:Fact = � T:Fslow):

This model is simply an enumeration of the constraints on the transportationelement,
these are always true. The value of Vnom is not set here, this is done during the special-
ization of this generic transportation element description into various particular kinds of
elements.

The next “component” of the paperpath is the sheet of paper that travels along it.
This again has a number of properties, and also an initial location. Furthermore, the
sheet is partitioned into various segments — the contactSegments are those por-
tions of the sheet in contact with some transportation element. Between two contact seg-
ments is an internalSegment, whereas beyond the extreme contact segments are
the TailSegments. In order to create these segments, we use the new operator forall



X : C[X]:A[X]. This is simply a parallel composition of finitely many A[X]’s, one
for each X such that C[X] is true. The declarative style of programming is particularly
useful here — this way of asserting the existence of segments is much simpler than the
dynamic creation and destruction of segments that would have to be done in an imper-
ative program.

sheet(S; Init) ::

S:Loc = Init:Loc;

do always
(sheet(S);

S:width = Init:width; S:length = Init:length;

S:thickness= Init:thickness; S:elasticity= Init:elasticity;

S:surfacetype= Init:surfacetype; S:strength= Init:strength;

if 9I:(S:I:condition= tearing) then S:torn;

forall T : transport(T): if (T:engaged; j T:Loc\ S:Loc j > 0)

then contact(S; S:Loc\ T:Loc);

forall I : contact(S; I): contactSegment(S; I);

forall I : contact(S; I): forall J : contact(S; J):

if I < J then if 9K:(contact(S; K); I < K < J)

else internalSegment(S; (ub(I); lb(J)));

forall I : contact(S; I): if 9K:(contact(S; K); K < I)

else leftTailSegment(S; (lb(S:Loc); lb(I)));

forall I : contact(S; I): if 9K:(contact(S; K); I < K)

else rightTailSegment(S; (ub(I); ub(S:Loc)));

dot(lb(S:Loc)) = S:vel:lb(S:Loc);

dot(ub(S:Loc)) = S:vel:ub(S:Loc))

watching S:torn:

For brevity, we omit the code for the segments of the sheet. The agent interact
creates an interaction process sheetTransportation for each transportation ele-
ment overlapping the sheet. The sheet transportation process models the interaction be-
tween the sheet and the transportation element. It asserts that the force exerted by the el-
ement on the sheet is equal and opposite to the force exerted by the sheet on the element.
It gives the freebody equation for the contact segment, and then bounds the amount of
force exerted by the transportationelement by the amount of friction. Finally, the friction
and the velocities are related.

interact(S) ::

always forall T : transport(T):

if (T:engaged; j T:Loc\ S:Loc j > 0)

then sheetTransportation(S; T; T:Loc\ S:Loc):



sheetTransportation(S; T; I) ::

new Ffriction in
(I = S:Loc\ T:Loc;

Ffriction = mu(S:surfacetype; T:surfacetype)� T:Fnormal ;

S:I:Fte + T:Fact = 0;

S:(lb(I)):Fleft + S:(ub(I)):Fright + S:I:Fte = 0;

j S:I:Fte j � Ffriction ;

if S:vel:(ub(I))> T:Vact then S:I:Fte = � Ffriction ;

if S:vel:(ub(I))< T:Vact then S:I:Fte = Ffriction ):

Finally we provide the model for the paperpath shown in Figure 1. The various kinds
of transportation elements are modeled first, followed by a typical sheet, then these are
composed together to give the entire paperpath. There is one new combinator used here
— wait T do A, which waits for T seconds before starting A. This can be expressed
in terms of the basic combinators. A new sheet is placed at (0; 21) every time a signal
Sync is received from the scheduler.

cvElement(R; Init) ::

transportationElement(R; Init); always (R:Vnom = Init:Vnom; R:engaged):

roller(R; Init) ::

cvElement(R; Init[surfaceType= rubber; Ffast = 1000; Fslow = 1000;

Fnormal = 300]);

if (R:Fact = R:Fslow _ R:Fact = � Ffast) then R:broken:

clutchedRoller(R; Init) ::

cvElement(R; Init[surfaceType= rubber; Ffast = 3; Fslow = 1000;

Fnormal = 200]);

if R:Fact = R:Fslow then R:broken:

belt(R; Init) ::

cvElement(R; Init[surfaceType= steel; Ffast = 10000; Fslow = 10000;

Fnormal = 120]):

fuserRoll(R; Init) ::

cvElement(R; Init[surfaceType= rubber; Ffast = 1000; Fslow = 1000;

Fnormal = 1000]):

regClutch(R; Init) ::

transportationElement(R; Init); always R:engaged;
always (if R:on then do always R:Vnom = Init:Vnom watching R:off;

if R:off then do always R:Vnom = 0 watching R:on):

a4GlossySheet(S) ::

sheet(S; [length= 21; width = 29:7; thickness = 0:015; elasticity = 15;

surfaceType= glossy; strength = 500; Loc = (0; 21)]):

copierModel(Sync) :: new (R1; R2; R3; R4; R5; R6) in
(roller(R1; [Vnom = 30; Loc = (10; 10:5)]);



roller(R2; [Vnom = 30; Loc = (30; 30:2)]);

regClutch(R3; [Vnom = 30; Loc = (39:9; 40:1); surfaceType = rubber;

Ffast = 1000; Fslow = 1000; Fnormal = 300]);

clutchedRoller(R4; [Vnom = 0; Loc = (50; 50:1)]);

belt(R5; [Vnom = 30; Loc = (55; 80)]);

fuserRoll(R6; [Vnom = 35; Loc = (85; 86)]);

always (f(rubber; glossy) = 0:8; f(steel; glossy) = 0:1);

always if Sync then (new S in (a4GlossySheet(S); interact(S));

R3:off; wait :8 do R3:on)):

The model can now be executed to simulate the photocopier. However, we would
like to put to the various other uses mentioned in the introduction, by exploiting the fact
that Hybrid tcc has a well-defined mathematical semantics.

One simple use for our model would be to verify whether some properties are
true of it. For example we might want to assert that sheets will never tear —
always forall S:sheet(S). if S.torn then ERROR. Similarly, several other
properties can be asserted, these can be now proved using various theorem-proving and
model-checking techniques. We could also want to prove that successive sheets never
overlap — this proof would give us a condition on how far apart the Sync signals must
be. Similar techniques may be used for control code generation. The other applications
mentioned in the introduction also make use of such formal models and their semantics.

4.6 Qualitative simulation.

Abstract interpretation of Hybrid tcc programs might provide an alternate conceptual
framework for the qualitative modeling approaches of [Kui94].

Hybrid tcc can be used to model exactly systems with continuous and discrete
change. For example, here is a model of a bathtub, with the tap on, and the drain un-
plugged [Kui94, p112].

bathtub(Inflow; F; Capacity) :: new (netflow; outflow; amount) in
constant(F); monotone(F); F(0) = 0;

constant(Inflow);

constant(Capacity);

do always (netflow = outflow + Inflow;

outflow = F(amount);

dot(amount) = netflow)

watching (amount = Capacity^ dot(amount) > 0):

Here the first three lines assert that the three parameters do not vary with time, and
that F is a monotone function in its argument, assuming the value 0 on input 0.



Essentially with this information, QSIM produces a graph that shows that from the
initial state there are only three possible (qualitative) states that the program can tran-
sit to (for any possible input values of Inflow, F, and Capacity): namely those in which
the tub overflows, the tub equilibrates at a level below Capacity, and the tub equili-
brates at capacity. To do this reasoning, QSIM employs knowledge about the behavior
of continuously-varying functions.

Since Hybrid tcc provides an exact description of the model, it should be possible
to do an abstract interpretation of the program to get the qualitative reasoning of QSIM.
This is useful in cases when a precise value for the inputs is not known, only a range
is given. Abstract interpretation could also be useful in verification. For example, in the
cat-and-mouse example, we may not know the exact velocities of the cat and the mouse,
only a range of velocities. However it may still be possible to prove that the mouse al-
ways wins. The ability to run this program abstractly for all the possible values of the
velocities provides an alternative way of verification of this property.

5 Future work

This paper presents a simple programming language for hybrid computing, extending
the untimed computation model of Default cc uniformly over the reals. Conceptually,
computation is performed at each real time point; however, the language is such that it
can be compiled into finite automata of the style of [NOSY93]. We have an interpreter
for the language by directly extending the interpreter for Default cc, with an integrator
for computing evolution of a set of variables subject to constraints involving differenti-
ation.

We demonstrate the expressiveness of the language through several programming
examples, and show that the preemption-based control constructs of the (integer-time
based) synchronous programming languages (such as “do : : : watching : : :) extend
smoothly to the hybrid setting.

Much remains to be done. What are semantic foundations for higher-order hybrid
programming, in which programs themselves are representable as data-objects? How
should such a hybrid modeling methodology be combined with the program structuring
ideas of object-oriented programming? What is the appropriate notion of types in such a
setting? How do the frameworks for static analysis of programs (data- and control-flow
analysis, abstract interpretation techniques) generalize to this setting? What are appro-
priate techniques for partial evaluation and program transformation of such programs?
Besides these language issues, there are a number of modeling and implementation is-
sues — What are appropriate continuous constraint systems which have fast algorithms
for deciding the entailment relation? Can boundary value problems be solved in this
framework? How does stepsize in numerical integration techniques affect execution and
visualization of results? Some of these will be the subject of future papers.
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